California Based Designer Urges People
to ‘Just Say No to Sex with
Republicans’ Until Iraq War is
Withdrawn Through FeelingBushed.Com
LOS ANGELES, CA (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Christopher Curry, Technology
Principal for SHRIMPO LLC, an Internet technology consulting firm, has
announced a new campaign for 2006 with FEELINGBUSHED.COM, a satirical website
dedicated to current anti-war efforts through his message of “Just Say No to
Sex with Republicans.”
Shedding light on the Bush Administrations’ current Iraq war campaign and
other Republican affairs, Curry encourages website visitors to sign an
electronic petition which will document endorsements for the anti-war efforts
by agreeing to several of the petition’s articles. The petition includes the
anti-sex campaign, but also ranges from such points as having “Congress agree
to restore the Bill of Rights to the way it was prior to the election of
George W. Bush” to “Rush Limbaugh agreeing to stop saying ‘Ladies and
Gentlemen.'”
Viewers to FEELINGBUSHED.COM can participate interactively through multiple
means of communication, such as a telephone hotline, forming user groups, and
submitting personalized online petitions for other viewers to sign. In
addition, there is an online contest for FeelingBushed.com jingles.
The winner with the most creative anti-republican love song will be awarded a
FEELINGBUSHED.COM T-Shirt and a unique set of underwear, which has emblazoned
across it NO REPUBLICANS ALLOWED.
Giving a voice to ideas is the essence behind shrimpo LLC’s methodology of
creative technology solutions for businesses. Curry documents on his online
blog at www.chriscurry.com, “Technology is my living. It is much more than
just my salary; it is my entire translation of how I interact with all
elements of my life – including coming to terms with those parts of society
which I perceive as irregular or could use correction.”
SHRIMPO LLC and Chris Curry have made news previously when it announced that
it had developed a method which seized control of Osama Bin Laden’s family’s
official website, the Saudi Binladin Group, which expired simultaneously
along with the tragic events of September 11, 2001. “The controversy remains
whether the 9/11 expiration dates were just a remarkable coincidence or if
this truly was a warning code,” said Curry.
SHRIMPO LLC has been harvesting a large collection of emails related to the
expired domain names. The website, www.saudi-binladin-group.com, is currently
available for auction on eBay.

SHRIMPO LLC, http://www.shrimpo.com, is an innovative business consultancy
group focused on streamlining communications between humans, ideas and
technology.
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